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THE ECONOMICS OF 
THE GOVERNMENT BUDGET 
CONSTRAINT 

Stanley Fischer 
William Easterly 

This article summarizes the simple analytics of the rriacroeconomic effects o f  

government budget deficits. The presenrarion is organized mound three key re- 

lationships: rhe national income accounrs budget deFcit identity, the deficit f;- 
nancing identity, and the dynamic equation for the evolurion of the ratio o f  

public debt to gross national product. The ~ t i o n a l  income accounts identity 

highlights the effect of the deficit on domestic raving and investment and the 

current account. Examining the financing of the deficit brings to light the dif- 

ferent kinds of macroeconomic imbalance the deficit can causeas  a first 

approximation, printing money excessively shows w p  as inflation, excessive use 
of  foreign reserves leads to crises in the balance of payments, high foreign 60r- 

rowing leads to a debt crisis, and too much domestic borrowing leads to high 
real irlterest rates and crowding our of private investment. The debt dynamics 

equation is used to show the long-run constraints on fiscal policy. 

t is increasingly recognized that sustained economic growth is possiblc only 

within a sound macrocconomic framework and that in such a frarncwork 
fiscal policy plays a key rolc. In this article we draw on reccnc dcveloprnents 

in the analysis of the consequences of deficit finance to show how and why 

sound fiscal policy is so crucial to the achievement of macroeconomic stability. 
We are not here concerned with the effects of fiscal policy on resource allo- 

cation, important as thcse undoubtedly are (see World Bank 1988 for compar- 
ative data on government revcnues and expenditure and for an authoritative 
modern account of the role of fiscal policy). Instead, this article focuses on the 
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macroeconomic effects of government budget deficits-the consequences of dif- 
ferent methods of financing the deficit and thc links betwcen chc budget deficit 

the eco 
and inflation. The article is built around thrcc simple relationships: the national 
income accounts budget deficit identity, thc budget deficit financing identity, 
and the dynamic equation for the evolution of the ratio of debt to gross na- 
tional product (GNP). 

Macroeconomic Effects of the Deficit: Standard Analysis 

The Keynesian revolution brought the budget deficit out of the closet as a 

macroeconomic variable. Although governrncnts had run budget deficits with- one-to- 

out the aid of Keynesian theories before, thc pre-Keynesian presumption was 
that in peacetime the budgct sllould generally be balanced or even in surplus 
to pay off thc governrncnt dcbt generated by wartime deficits. Thc devotion to 

balanced budgets is evident from thc desire of political candidates and govern- 
menrs to balance rhe budget even during the Great Depression. Though few 
succeeded in balancing the budget, some governments raised tax rates during 

Keynes provided a Iramework-now recognized to bc incompletein which 
it is possiblc to analyze the question of how the deficit should behave. The ear- 
liest emphasis was on fiscal policy and the deficit as components of aggregate 
demand. From chat perspective, Keynesians saw no need to balance the budget 
during periods of recession. Instead thc norion of thc cyclically balanced bud- 
gct, that the budget should be in balance on average ovcr the business c y c l e i n  
surplus during booms and in deficir during recessions--~a~ developed as a 

norm for fiscal behavior. 

There were, of course, well-known refinements to this concept. First, the bal- 
anced budget multiplier shows that the deficit is not an unambiguous measure 
of the cffecr of fiscal policy on agregate demand; given thc deficit, an equal 
increasc in government spending and revenue increases aggregate demand. 
Second, the budgct dcficit is itself cndagenous,,*fficted by thc state of the econ- 
omy as well as affecting it. The *-ion of the full-employment deficit, or high- 
employment deficit, or structural deficit developed from thcse qualifications of 
the original concept. The strllcrural deficit estimates the size of the budget def- 
icit as ir would be if outpnt were at the full employment level (see appendix). 

Once the threat of widespread postwar uncmpjoyment had receded, the em- 
phasis shifted from the effect of fiscal on aggregate demand to its effect 
on the components of demand. Here the saving.investment identity, or the re- 
source constraint facing the economy as a wh&, is a useful guide to analysis; 

Budget deficit = (private raving - private investment) 

+ (current account dcficit). 

Since cquation (1) is an identity, there is not much arguing with it (though 
i t  is nzccssary to define terms consistently; the budgct deficit in (1) is that of 

TI,,* Workti Bmk Research Obscruer, vol. 5,  no. (July 1990) 
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the consolidated public sector). To illustrate thc uses of the equation, suppose 
the economy is at full employment, and take thc ratc of saving as given. The 
saving-investment identity illustraced by the equation thcn implies the crowd- 
ing-out problem: an increase in the budget deficit will result in either a reduc- 
tion in investment or an incrcase in the current account deficit. Until this 
decade, tex tbooks-a t  least U.S. textbooks-tended to emphasize the possibil- 
ity of crowding out investment. The clear relation in this decade between the 
U-S, budget deficit and its trade deficie has reminded us that there are two terms 
on the right-hand side. 

It would be a mistake, though, to overcornpensare by assuming an automatic 
one-to-one link between the budget and trade deficits. Balassa (1988). for 
instance, finds a high correlation between budget deficits and rrade deficits in 
the industrial but nor the developing countries. To take another,example, the 
United Kingdom ran a large trade deficit in 1988-89 while maintaining a strong 
fiscal position. The effect on the trade deficit of a reduction in the budgct deficit 
depends on the accompanying monetary policy and its cffcct on the exchange 
and real inrerest rates. Fiscal contraction accompanied by monetaty easing 
would reduce the interest ratc and lead to a dc~rcciation of the cxchange rate, 
thus tending to increase investment while reducing the trade deficit. 

Standard Keynesian analysis of the effects of fiscal policy has been modified 
by two important theoretical developments. The first is the more sophisticated 
model of saving behavior that emerges from the life-cycle and permanent in- 
come theories of  consumption of Franco Modigliani and Milton Friedman. So 
far in this article we have implicitly taken the rate of saving as determined by 

the level of disposable income and have not focused on the link between the 
budget deficit and saving. The life-cycle and permanent income theories both 
relate current consumption to a measure of permanent or lifetime disposable 
income. ~ c c o r d i n ~ l ~ ,  -a current change in taxes that does not change the present 
value of taxes should not, orher things being equal, reduce current consump- 
tion. Thus a temporary tax change should have a smaller effect on con- 
sumption than a permanent tax change. This, of course, implies that the effect 
on spending of  changes in the budget deficit is influenced by expectations about 
the permanence of the deficit. 

Pursuing the argument to its logical conclusion, Barro (1974) shows thac un- 
der a very specific set of assumptions, lump-sum changes in taxes would have 
no effect on  consumer spending What is more, a cur in taxes that increases 
disposable income would autornacically be accompanied by an identical 
increase in saving. This is thc so-called Ricardian equivalence result, which 
states that deficits and taxes are equivalent in their effect on consumption. 

The explanation is quite simple: the far-seeing consumer cecognizcs thac the 
government debt generated through deficit spending will eventually be paid off 
by increased taxes, the present value of which is exactly equal to the present 
value of the reduction in taxes. Taking the implied increase in future taxes into 
account, he or  she saves the amount necessary to pay them. 

Stanley Firchet and William Easterly 
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The empirical importance of the Ricardian equivalence hypothesis ing is a! 
cannot be cxaggeraced. If the hypothesis holds, budget deficits do not affect 

of exch: 
national saving, interest races, or the balance of payments; nor does chc method 

and do1 
of financing of social security affect the accumulation of capital. With regard 
to cquation (I), the hypothesis implies that an increase in the budget deficit 
would, under certain circumstances, bc accompanied by an increasc in private 

saving-and that both investmenr and the trade balance would tlrerefore be un- 

Despite che sharpness of its predictions, it has not been possible to reject 
Ricardian equivalence sufficiently decisively to persuade proponents of the ths- 
ory to change cheir views. Bernheim (1987) reviews and extends the theory and 
evidence, arguing strongly against Ricardian cquivalencc. Haque and Montiel 
(1987) reject Ricardian equivalcncc for fifteen out of a sample of sixteen devel- 
oping countries. Others regard the evidence as sufficient to rule out Ricardian 

equivalence as anything more than an interesting theoretical possibility. We be- 
lieve the evidence, including that from the United States in this decade, still 
supports the view that tax cuts increase aggregate demand, though the effect 

does depend on expectations of the permanence of the change. 

The second theoretical development that has affected the Keynesian analysis 
of fiscal policy takes off from tlre extremely short-run nature of thc Keynesian 
model. Because assct stocks are assumed fixed in the model, the consequences 
of the method by which thc budget deficit is financed are not pursued. 

Financing the Budget Deficit 

There are four ways of financing the public sector deficit: by printing money, 
running down foreign exchange reserves, borrowing abroad, and borrowing 

(2) Budget deficit = moncy printing + (foreign reservc use 
+ forcign borrowing) + domestic borrowing. 

The public sector in this case is defined to exclude the central bank, whose 
profits from the printing of money are treated as a source of financing. In borh 
cqulcions (1) and (2), government revenue from the printing of moncy is creat- 
ed as a source of financing. Private saving in equation (1) is defined to include 

additions ro moncy holding. 
The terms on the right-hand side can be grouped in diffcrcnt ways. For in- 

stance, the around the foreign components emphasize the link 
between the budget deficit and the current account, as in cquation (1). Alter- 
natively, parcnthese~ could bc: placed around (money printing + foreign reserve 

use), which is equal to crearion of credit by the central bank; this emphasizes 
that domestic credit creation is the alternative to borrowing. 

AS a useful first approximation, wc can associate each of the forms of fi- 
nancing in equation (2) with a major rnncroeconomic imbalance. Money print- 

The World Bank Rsscarch Observer, vol. 5. no. 2 (July 1990) 
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ing is associated with inflation; foreign reserve use is associated with the onset 

of exchange crises; foreign borrowing is assocrared wirh an external debt crisis; 
1 

and domestic borrowing is associated with highcr real interest rares and, pos- 
'1 sibly, explosive debt dynamics as borrowing leads t o  higher interest charges 

i on the debt and a larger deficit. But the first approximation is only the begin- 

I ning of the story, for there are links between these problems-for instance, be- 

tween dornest~c borrowing and inflarion (ducussed in the next section) and 
between foreign exchange use and external dcbt crises (discussed in the section 
on foreign borrowing) . 

Money Printing 

It is straightforward to relate the creat~on of base money to ~ntlation in the 
sual monetarist way. The printing of money at a rate that exceeds the demand 
r it at the current price level creates excess cash balances in the hands of the 
blic. The public's attempts to reduce excess cash holdings eventually drive 
the overall pricc level, until equlllbrlum 1s restored. Of course, cause and 
ct are not necessarily obvious or imrncdiatc: ~nitially, for instance, an in- 

ase in the stock of real money may reduce interest races, particularly ln a 
inflation economy. 

amount of revenuc that the govetnment can expect t o  obtain from the 

g of money IS determined by the demand for base or high-powered 
oney in thc cconorny, the real race of growth of thc economy, and the clab- 

of the demand for real balances with respect t o  inflation and Income. As- 
for convenience that the income elasticity of the demand for base money 

IS unity. Assume also chat rhe currency co CNP ratio 1s 13 percent, as it is In 
akistan-this is high by international standards. (We have changed from high- 
owered money to  currency, because rediscounts to the banking sysrem of 

6 percent of CNP effectively reduce the basc on whlch the government 
seignorage-its r~ghr to  prlnr money.) 

Then for every one pcrccntagc point that GNP increases, thc government can 
btain 0.13 percentage points of GNP in revenue through the printing of money 

sed demand for real balances. Wlrh an annual eco- 
growth rate of 6.5 percent, the government should be able to  obtain 
0.9 percent of GNP for financing the budget deficic through the noninfla- 

, tncreaslng the hlgh-powercd money stock at  an an- 

ond that rate of growth, and given a stable demand function for currency, 

will result. If the ratlo of base to GNP were invar~ant to  thc inflation 
cstimatc thc amount of revenue collected at  different 

ation rates. For instance, at a 10 percent inflat~on ratc the government 
odd be able to finance an extra 1.3 percent of GNP of budgcr defic~t through 

.f seignorage. 
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But the dcmand lor high-powered money declines as the inflation rate riscs. Thc 
Eventually the government's rcvenue from seignorage reaches a maximum (see 

figure 1) .  Thereafter, increases in the growth rate of money lead to more infla- 

tion and less revenue. In this situation there is a true Laffer curve: beyond point 

cent c 

1. R e u m u e ~  Seignomge 

~ovcmmcn~ 
rcvcnuc 
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te riscs. The dynamic process associated with high inflation, in the high double dig- 
urn (see its, is inherently unstable. The government may initially obtain large amotlnts 
re infla- of revcnue, perhaps even 7 to 8 pcrcent of CNP, by increasing the money stoc-k 
d poinr rapidly. But as the inflation proceeds and individuals find ways of reducing 
money their holdings of local currency, the government has to print money more rap- 

idly to obtain the same revenue. Thus it is safe ro argue that rates of seignoragc 
xinting of much more than 2.5 perccnt of CNP would not be sustainable and that even 
ares of  that rate would be possible only in a very rapidly growing economy. 
,ss than In the extreme cases, reliance on seignorage revenue to finance the deficit 
s of the leads to hyperinflation. A recent example is Bolivia in 1984-85. Inflation in 
:e from Bolivia soared to over 11,000 percent in 1985, although revenue from currency 
eading, creation fell to  8 pcrcenc of gross domestic product (GDP) in 1985 from 14 per- 
flation. cent of GDP in 1984. But Bolivia is not alone: many other govcrnments-includ- 
always ing Nicaragua and Peru-have suffered from the same phenomenon in rccent 
process years as well as during the great hyperinflations. The instability of the process 
y given is reinforced by the decline in the efficiency of the tax system as rhe inflation 
ally by race rises, the so-called Keynes-Olivera-Tanzi effect (Tanzi 1977). 
h infla- 

Using Foreign Exchange Reserves - The second means of financing the government budgcc dcficit is to run down 

forcign exchange reserves. By running down rcscrves instead of printing moncy, 
- the govetnmcnt can hope to put off the inflationary cffccts of a deficit. This 

policy appreciates the exchange rate. The policy of slowing rhc rate of ex- 

change depreciation to slow down inflation (carried out not only through 
reserve use but also through increased foreign borrowing) has bcen tried time 
and again; it cannot bc maintained unless the essentials-that is, fiscal 
policy-arc: made compatible with the lower inflation. 

Usc of international rtstrves to finance the dcficit has a clear limit. The pri- 
vate sector's expectation that the limit is about to be reached can provoke cap- 

ital flight and a balance of payments crisis, since exhaustion of reserves will be 

associared with currency devaluation. The devaluation that takes place in re- 

sponse to a run on the currency might be blarncd on speculators bur is most 
likely an entirely rational response by the private sector to unsustainabh public 
policies (see Krugman 1979). 

This private sector response is a plausible explanation for thc cvcnt that pre- 

cipitated (though it did nor, of course, by itself cause) the debt crisis--the ex- 
haustion of reserves in Mexico in August 1982. A loss of fiscal control resulted 
in deficits of 14 pcrcent of CDP in 1981 and 18 percent in 1982. Capital flight 

ace had been proceeding at rhe rate of $7 billion2 a year from 1979 to 1982. Finally, 
a speculative attack on the remaining rcservru in August 1982 led to the sus- 
pension of payments and the beginning of the rescheduling process. - , 

1990) Stanley Fiscbn and Willianr Easlcrly 
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Foreign Borrowing 

The third method of financing the public sector deficit, direct foreign bor- 
rowing, tends, like the use of reserves, to appreciate the exchange rate, dam- 
aging exports and encouraging Imports. The dangers of excessive reliance on 
external borrowing to finance the budget deficit, and of large budget deficits, 
are convincingly illustrated by thc debt crisis (see Sachs 1989 for a discussion 
of the link between the external debt crisis and fiscal behavior, and Izc and 
Ortiz 1987 for an analysis of thc relation between fiscal deficits and capital 
flight). Most, thou& not all, of the countries that developed debt servicing dif- 
ficulties were running huge public deficits. For most highly indebted countries, 
past overborrowing and the perception that thcy are not creditworthy have se- 
verely limitcd this source of finance for the present. 

We have already noted that b~~dget  deficits and trade deficits are not neces- 
sarily linked. Budget deficits can be financed by printing money and by domes- 
tic borrowing. But when, as in some developing countries, domestic capital 
markets are thin and domestic borrowing possibilities lirnitcd, the connection 
between the budget deficit and external borrowing is marc likely to be close. 
For example, large fiscal deficits (between 7 and 11 percent of GDB) in 
Bangladesh during the 1980s have been mirrored in sizable current account def- 
icits. Recent fiscal adjustment through cutbacks in expenditure has substantial- 
ly improved the current account. If the relation is viewed in the reverse 
direction, reductions in the availability of external financing, as for some of the 
debtor countries, force either fiscal contraction or inflation. 
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Domestic Borrowing 

The final form of finance, available to some developing countries, is issuance 
of domestic debt. This is usually intermediated by the banking system, al- 
though in a few cases, such as Brazil and Mexico, government bonds have been 
sold directly to the private sector. To be considered nonmonecary debt, borrow- 
ing from the banking system must not bc financcd by central bank rediscounts. 
Although government domestic borrowing is often thought of as a way to avoid 
both inflation and external crises, it carries its own dangers if used to excess. 
By definition, goverllment borrowing reduces the credit that would otherwise 
be available to the private sector, putting pressure on domestic interest rates. 

In countries as  diverse as Colombia and Turkcy, reliance on domestic debt 
has indeed brought high real domestic interest rates. In Turkey the real domes- 
tic lending rate reached 50 percent in 1987. More moderate domestic borrowing 
in Colombia led to  high real interest rates during 1983-86. 

Even where interest rates arc controlled, domestic borrowing leads to credit 
rationing and crowding out of private sector investmcnc, If thc economy is well 
integrated with international capital markets, government domestic borrowing 
will tend to push the private sector into borrowing more abroad. In this case, 

The World Bank Rcsrarch Obseruer. vol. 5 ,  no. 2 (July 1990) 
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of public borrowing between foreign and domestic sources 
does nor have much macroeconom~c effect. The link between fiscal and extcr- 
rial deficits will also be especially close when the capital account is highly open. 

TO examine the long-term consequences of ~ n n i n g  deficits, we use identity 

(3), which shows the determinants of the change in government debt. I t  is most 
e h l  concentrate on the ratlo of the debt to a measure of the scale of the 
nomy; accord~ngly, we focus on thc ratio of government debt to CNP, wh~ch 
&ore d. Debt is now defined to include both the net external and domesric 

In terms of equation (2), we consolidate foreign and domesr~c borrowing 

eat changes in foreign reserves as equ~valent to net external borrowing. 
change in the debt ratio (d) is equal to the noninterest (or primary) def- 
he total public sector, minus the part that is financed by printing money, 

rrent debt ratio (d )  times the average real interest rate on the debc 
growth rate of GNP (this is the last term in (3)): 

Change in d = (primary  deficit/^^^) - (seignorage/CNP) 
+ (real interest rate - growth rate) x d 

ie reverse uation, which 1s the key co understanding debt dynamics, has a sim- 
explanat~on. The nonlnterest defic~t has to be financed wlch new 

e exrent that this deficit exceeds the amount of money creation by 
nk. In additlon, nominal Interest expenditures have to be refi- 
ew debt. But since the denominator of the debt ratio is nom~nal 

t ratio will declinc cithcr with inflation or with real GNP growth 

t exceeds the rate. Thcn debt dynamics arc unstable, and it 

3 excess. possible to run a permanent prlrnary deficit that exceeds the 

revenue the governmcnt can obtain through scignorage. The conclu- 

t rates. es emphasis: if the government is runnlng a primary defic~t larger 

unt of seignorage it can obtain, and if the real interest ratc exceeds 
's growth race, the debt to GNP ratio will contrnue rlslng without 
e point it will be impossible for the government to sell its debt, 

occss will have t o  be broughc to an end by cutting the budget deficit. 
at which the proccss has to end depends on thc expcctatrons of the 

hen the public recognizes the unsustarnability of the govcrnmcnr's fis- 
it will cease buying government debt and thereby force a change In 

t and W i l h m  Easterly 
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The debt dynamics equation (3) has an interesting implication, first pointed 
out by Sargent and Wallace (1981). Suppose thar the government tightens mon- 
etary policy by reducing the rate of printing of money and increasing borrow- 
ing. The debt increases; either deficits will be higher in the future or the 
government will have to print more money in the future to keep the deficit con- 
stant. If future deficits are to be held constant, the increased printing of moncy 
in the future will mean more inflation in future. Generally, the expectation of 
future inflation increases current inflation. And, as Sargent and Wallace show, 
it is even possible in certain-though not all--circumstances that the cffecr of 
the expected increase in future inflation outweighs that of the lower rate of 
moncy printing today, so that an apparently contractionary monetary policy 
today will increase current inflation. 

We have already discussed maximum sustainable rates of seignorage. To 
summarize: governments cannot use seignorage permanently to finance primary 
deficits much in exccss of one percent of GNP without producing inflation--bur 
in a rapidly growing and financially deep economy the government may be able 
to  raise as k w h  a; 2.5 percent of CNP through non-inlarionary seignorage. 

What happens if the real interest rate is less than the growth rate? This is a 
world in which the painful tradeoffs just discussed do not exist. Debt is eroded 
over timc through growth, so primary deficits in excess of seignorage revenue 
are sustainable. A so-called Ponzi3 scheme of borrowing to pay interest is 
always possible. This certainly seemed to be so in the late 1970s, as high infla- . - 
tion rates produced negative ex post rcal interest rates. It is also true that real 
intercst rates are very likely to bc bclow the growth rate in economies that are 
growing rapidly, such as the newly industrialized Asian economies. 

There are some who believe that the real intetcst rate should normally be 
below the growth rare, and thar this eventual return to normality will provide 
an escape from the debt crisis. Bur an economist's instincts, rightly, are that 
such a free lunch is not possible. Real interest rates can be temporarily below 
the growth rate and could be below the growth rare for a long time in a rapidly 
growing economy-this is part of the virtuous circle of growth. But market 
forces tend to  prevent the real interest rate from remaining below the real 
growth rate permanently. As more debt piles up, thc pressure on bond markets 
drives up rhe intcrest rate and growth declines. I t  a rapidly growing economy 
attempts to cxploit the apparently favorable dcbt dynamics by borrowing ex- 
cessively, the growth rate will eventually fa11 below the real interest rate. At thc 
level of the world economy, the normal situation should be thought of as onc 
in which the real inrerest rate exceeds the growth rate. 

It might seem that the governmcnt could make a ~ o n z i  scheme possible by 
conrrolling domestic interest rates. But this is a tax on domestic bondholders 
in the amount by which the controlled rate is below the long-run equilibrium 
rate. Savers respond by taking their savings elsewhere, and the government 
faces a limit on how much i t  can borrow. The exoeriences of countries such as 
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pointed confirm this limitation (see Cuddington 1986). We arc back again in the world 
:ns rnon- of tough choices and unforgiving tradeoffs. 
borrow- 

: or the 
Scit con- Sustainable Deficits 
f money 
:ation of  Whether the deficit is sustainable depends on its sizc and on how fast thc 

:e show, economy is growing. I t  can be seen from equation (3) that a higher growth rate 

effect of allows the government to obtain more rcvenue by printing money and rcduces 

rate of the last term in the equation. Rapid growth permits a larger dcficir. 

Y policy This argument helps explain why countries such as India, Malaysia, 
Pakistan, and Thailand, where growth was at or  above 5 percent over 198&86, 

,age. To have been able to run sizable domestic deficits while inflarion has ken in the 

primary single digirs, whereas Argentina and Brazil-with virtually no growth bur with 
comparable inflation-adjustcd deficits-have been plagued with quadruple- on-but 

be ablc digit inflation. This is not to say rhar public deficits do not matter in high- 

Drage. growth economies, only that chey can be bigger, so long as the growth con- 

rhis is a tinues. 

5 eroded Whether a given fiscal policy is sustainable can be determined by doing de- 

revenue tailed projections of the Euture course of the debt to GNP ratio. Equation 

rerest is (3) provides the essential analytic tool; the analysis rcquircs subsidiary as- 

<h in8a- sumptions about thc demand function for money, the desired inflation rate, the 

:hat real real interest rare, and the growth rate of rhe economy. If the analysis shows 

that are the debt to GNP ratio to bc rising continually, the fiscal policy has to be 

changcd. 

nally be I t  is sometimes argued that a deficit that results from high public investment 

provide will be sustainable. But this argument can easily be overdone. In the first in- 
are thar stance, although spcnding on public infrastructure ofren has a very high re- 
Y below turn, many low-return or no-return iteins may also be included in the category 

rapidly of invesrrnenc (the role of inefficient public investment in the cconomic crisis 
market of oil-exporting countries is trcnchantly analyzed in Gelb 1988). More irnpor- 

the real tant, even if public investment has 3 high return, the government must capture 
markets the addirional returns from the investment if it is to be self-sustaining. For ex- 
:onomy ample, suppose that a project ~ i e t d s  thc rcmarkabl~ high real return of 15 per- 
eing ex- cent, that the marginal tax rate is 20 percent, and that the government 
At the borrows a t  7 percent to finance the project. The government will be receiving 
as one only 3 percent of the cost of the project in tax rcvcnue, cven though its social 

~ i e l d  is 15 percent (assuming that the entire social yield is pecuniary). (The 
ible by higher level of  output generated by the project, 3s indicated by the social yield, 
iolders would also make possible more noninflationary money and debt finance, but 
lbrium this is a relatively minor effect.) Thus the investment project still adds to fu- 
nment ture deficits, despite its high yield-though, to be sure, its cfftct on future dcf- 
lch as icits is smaller than that of current government spending financed through 
flight deficits. 

IY 19%) Stdn/cy Fischsr and Wi/!idm Gszcrly 
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Economies can proceed for long periods with large deficits, as the Italian 

economy has. It helps in these cases if the domestic saving rate is high, so that 

individuals are willing to  absorb relarively large amounts oC government debt 
in their portfolios. But the relentless increase in the debt to GNP ratio means 

chat even in the Italian case, fiscal policy will eventually have ro change, 

Deficits and Inflation 

Our analysis has made it clear that there is no automatic link between bud- 
get deficits and intladon. The visiror to high-deficit economics witll hi& infla- 

tion is oftcn told that the deficit cannot be thc cause of inflation because the 

correlation between them is low. In particular, it ohen happens that a contrac- 

tionary policy that starts by raising the controlled prices of public 

and subsidized goods and by devaluine will boch raise the price l eve land  
thereby for some time the inflation r a r e a n d  reduce the deficit. And, in the 

United Scares, as in Italy, the high deficits of this decade have &en ;accompa- 

nied by a decline in inflation. 
Nonetheless, budget deficits do sooner or later tend to create inflation, and 

countries with very high budget dcficits are likcly to find themsc]ves ac some 

point confronted with extremely high rates of inflation. There have been mas- 

sive budget deficits in all of rhe great hyperinflations, with the lnAationary pro- 

cess and the deficit fceding on each other through the Keynes-Olivera-Tanzi 
effect, as higher inflation reduccs rax wvenue, and through declines in seignor- 

age revenue, as  higher inflation causes a flight from money. 

The correlation between the deficit and inflation is low in the early stages of 
inflation partly for the reason already explained, that programs to reduce def- 

icits arc oftcn inflationary. Jt is low also bccause the econolny adjusts slowly 
to inflationary pressures. And thc correlation may be low for a third reason, 

that the public in an economy with a high deficit may at different times have 

different expectations about how chc deficit will eventually be closed. For 

instance, if the public believes a t  one point that the government will atcempr 

t o  deal with its fiscal problem through an inflation char erodes the value of 
che public debt, current inflation-reflecting the expectation of future 

inflation-will rise. If, at a later time, rile public believes that the government 

will introduce an effective fiscal package to reduce [he deficit, the expected in- 

flation rate may be reduced and current inflation-again reflecting the expec- 

tarion of future inflatio-may fall (this argument is devcloped by Drazen and 

Helprnan 1986). 
Milton Friedman's famous statement that inflation is always and everywhere 

a monetary phenomenon is correct. However, governments d o  not print money 

ar a rapid race out of a clear blue sky. They generally print money to cover 
their badgc:cc deficit. Rapid money growrh is conceivable without an underlying 
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fiscal imbalance, but it is unlikely. Thus rapid inflation is almosr always a fiscal 

phenomenon. 

Conclusion 

The macroeconomic analysis that we have outlined is a useful starting point 
for examining the economics of budget deficits. But it takes more than a single 
indicator to judge fiscal policy. The microeconomics of fiscal deficits both is 

bud- crucial in its own right and has an impact on the macroeconomics of deficits. 
infla- The more efficient are taxes and spending, the higher is the public deficit that 
.e the can be susraincd, since growth will be higher. 
~trac- Consideration of the macrocconomics of the government budget constraint 
?rises points to the dangers that arise from excessive budget deficits: inflation, 

-and exchange crises, external debt crises, and high real interest rates, with implica- 

n the tions for the real exchange rate and the tradc account and for investment. None 

mpa- of the links is automatic, for there ate choices in the sources of financing, and 
lags in the effect of money printing and borrowing on inflation and interest 

, and rates. 

some Nor are moderate budget deficits to be avoided at all costs: small deficits 

mas- can be financed without creating excessive inflation, exchange crises, or build- 

r pro- ing up debt excessively. If the real interest rate exceeds the growth rate of GNP, 

Tanzi any primary deficit smaller than the maximum amount of seignorage revenue 

gnor- the government can obtain is sustainable. Whether any particular path of fiscal 
policy is sustainable has to be checkcd through projections of the debt to 

ges of 
GNP ratio; a given deficit is more likely to be sustainable the higher the growth 

e def- 
rate oC output. 

lowly 
The fact that a fiscal policy is sustainable does not mean that ic is optimal. 

:ason, 
A fiscal deficit may crowd out private investment, and it might well be desirable 
to  reduce the debt to GNP ratio to crowd in private investment, Similarly, it 

; have 
may not be optimal to collect the maximum possible amount of revenue from 

1. For 
seignorage but rather a smaller amount corresponding to a lower inflation rate. 

tempt 
Both theory and evidence tell us--and warn u ~ h a t  large budget deficits 

lue of 
pose real threats to macrocconomic stability and, therefore, to economic 

future 
growth and development. 

lrnent 
ed in- 

xpec- 
1 and Appendix: Problems of Measurement 

International comparisons of fiscal data are plagued by the variations in 
where methodology and the lack of comprehensive coverage of che public sector. Def- 
loney initions of deficit change from country to country and even over time in the 
:over same country. One country may include aid receipts as revenue, whereas an- 

lying other treats them as deficit finance. Some countries have data only on the 

- 1990) Stonley Pischsr and William Earrerly 
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national government, whereas orhers cover to varying degrees local govern- Notr 
ments, state enterprises, and decentralized agencies. In some countries, accivi- 
ties of the central bank or other public financial intermediaries create Stan 

significant losses, but including their deficirs in thc ovcrall public stctor is dif- Bank. 

ficult because of conceprual problems and lack of reliable data. Social securicy 
roecor 

is consolidated with the public accounts in some countries but not in others. also vc 

Many examples can be given of such accounting difficulties, (The most com- 
prehensive collection of fiscal data is IMF various years. World Bank 1988, 
p. 45, describes data sources. Blejcr and Chu 1988 analyze many of the mcth- 
odological issues.) 

Even aside from technical accounting problems, there are broader issues of 

how to define deficits in an economically meaningful way. Many different def- 

initions (for a discussion of these, see World Bank 1988, pp. SGS7) have been , . .  

proposed to attempt to remove short-term distortions from deficit measures. 

The most important single correction is to adjust the deficit for the inflation 
component of interest payments, yielding the inflation-corrected, or operation- 
al, deficit. The correction removes from the deficit the product (inflation rate 
times stock of debc), including in the operational deficit only the real compo- 
nent of interest. The correction can be substantial. For instance, estimates of 
the fiscal deficit in Mexico for 1987 imply a deficit of over 15 percent of CDP, 

but the operational balance shows a surplus of 3 percent. 

Some economisrs disagree with the use of the operational deficit on the 
grounds that the government has in fact to find a way of meeting the interest 
payments, even if they only reflccc compensation for inflation. A uscful way of 
thinking of the operational deficit is that it provides an approximate measure 
of the size of the deficit the government would have to deal with if it succeeded 
in getting tid of inflation. Thus the fact that there was an operational surplus 
in Mexico in 1987 meanr chat thcre was no underlying fiscal problem that was 
inconsistent with the government attaining a zero or low inflation equilibrium. 
(The operarional deficit ideally should be evaluated using the expected inflation 
rate. The actual inflation rate may include an unexpected componenr that 
would temporarily lower thc operational deficit, but thc lowcr deficit would not 
be sustainable.) 

In addition to correcting the deficit for inflation, influences from commodity 
price fluctuarions or domestic output above or below trend are sometimes re- 
moved to give the structural deficit. 

Deficits can also be underestimated because of controls on interest races or 
key prices. For example, negative real interest rates paid on government debt 
will make the deficit appear lower than if the interest bill were evaluated at the 
crue opponunity cost of capital. An arrificially low cxchange rate applied to 
the government's external debc in a system of multiple exchange rates would 
similarly suppress the size of the true deficit. To correct for such distortions, 
public deficirs can bc evaluated at the long-run cquilibrilim values of the inter- 
est rate, exchange rate, and other kcy relative prices. 
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govern- Notes 
activi- 

create Sanlcy ~ ischcr  is vice president, developmcnr cconomics, and chicf economist at h e  World 

is dif- Bank. William Easterly is on thc staff of the Country Economics Depanment of the World Bank. 

ecurity 1. Buitcr (1988) and Anand and van Wijnbcrgcn (1989) a good summary of the mnc- 
rocconomics of the financing of government deficits; Tanzi's earlier trcatmcnt (1984, 1985) is 

others. also vcry useful- Empirical analysis of dcficit financing is provided in Easterly (1989). 
t corn- 2. One billion cquals 1,000 million. 
1 1988, 3. Charles Ponzi was a Boston resident who in the 19205 made a fortune through a pyramiding 
rneth- schcrnc bur who then ended up in jail and was later penniless. 
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